
www.lichtlauf2015.jetzt

St Jacob’s Day, July 25th, 2015 is the big day! – I’ll
begin my sponsored charity run “Lichtlauf2015”. 
I would like to invite everyone who is interested in
 supporting or donating this ”Run For Light” to visit my
website www.lichtlauf2015.jetzt
I would be very pleased to receive sponsorship and
 donations.

run for light

The idea
Ellen Wehrs

To focus on attentive humanity
and close connection to nature
is my innermost desire. Let us
support actively the existing
protection work for the indi -
genous native tribe in the
 Brazilian rainforest and their
culturally sensitive integration.

Therefore I want to provide  
my running power to acquire
donations. To this request the
forthcoming run „Lichtlauf
2015“ is dedicated.

This is my way and conscious
initiative to carry light into our
world.

Yours



This is why I am running 1160 km 
from Santiago de Compostella to Barcelona

On the 25th of July 2015, St Jacobs Day, I will begin my Lichtlauf2015 sponsored charity
run in Santiago de Compostela. I will set off after the Pilgrim’s Mass and make my way
“back to our roots” of the indigenous people. I will run a total of 1160 km in 4 weeks to
reach my destination, the Tibida Church ”Jesu del  corzon” in Barcelona. This church of
”open-hearted Jesus” can also be found in Brazil, and is the connection to the 2016
 Olympic Games host country. The original idea behind the  Olympic torch relay is inter-
national peace. I would like to remind people of this peaceful connecting of nations with
my Lichtlauf2015 (Run For Light) and symbolically bring this original Olympic idea
“back to our roots” and back to the indigenous people I have met in Akwe Xerente.

It is my goal to support existing preservation work and to set a positive and inspiring
example.

My aunt, Sister Silvia Thekla Wewering, has been living and working in Brazil for 55
years now. She is supporting the native inhabitants on their integrative path into the fu-
ture. The Kindermissionswerk (children’s relief organisation) in Aachen has been sup-
porting this work with the indigenous people of the Akwe Xerente in Brazil since 1995.
The P27B project caters for the special educational needs of the indigenous children of
Akwe Xerente.

It is a project dedicated to education and development and is very deserving of our sup-
port. 100% of all donations to this charity run, Lichtlauf2015, will go to Brazil and benefit
the work of my aunt with the indigenous children and the Akwe Xerente people. I would
be very pleased to receive donations to support this project.

run for light

Yours


